In this paper, we develop a perturbation analysis for stability spectra (Lyapunov exponents and Sacker-Sell spectrum) for products of operators on a Hilbert space (both real and complex) based upon the discrete QR technique. Error bounds are obtained in both the integrally separated and non-integrally separated cases that correspond to distinct and multiple eigenvalues, respectively, for a single linear operator. We illustrate our results using a linear parabolic partial differential equation in which the strength of the integral separation (the time varying analogue of gaps between eigenvalues) determines the sensitivity of the stability spectra to perturbation.
Introduction
In this paper we establish a quantitative perturbation theory for stability spectra, based upon the socalled discrete QR technique, for sequences of linear operators on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. In particular, we obtain component-wise bounds on the unitary and upper triangular factors under the assumption of either having the integral separation, or non-integral separation (but stable Lyapunov exponents) of the upper triangular operators. Integral separation is a natural analogue for products of matrices (in the finite dimensional case) to having gaps between eigenvalues of a matrix. The results given here generalize some of the results obtained by the second author in [40] in the following ways. We study non-autonomous infinite dimensional dynamical systems formulated as operators acting on a Hilbert space, making the results applicable to certain linear non-autonomous partial differential equations. We also consider the more general case of a complex Hilbert space.
We currently have two specific applications of this work in mind. The results developed here should prove useful in the study of the spectral stability of traveling wave solutions of PDE boundary value problems on cylindrical domains [2] . For these types of problems, the linearized equation around the stationary (or periodic) traveling wave solution corresponds to a partial differential operator. Another application is in the approximation of stability spectra for delay equations [4] . In both of these applications the problems are infinite dimensional, while the computations must necessarily be performed in an appropriate finite dimensional subspace. The results obtained here provide a framework for bounding the error between the stability spectra obtained from computational techniques with the stability spectra of the original infinite dimensional problem.
Integral separation plays a central role in the stability of the Lyapunov exponents of a finite dimensional dynamical system. Studying non-integrally separated systems with stable Lyapunov exponents widens the scope of the obtained results. In deriving the error bounds, the main idea is to formulate the iteration problem as a zero finding problem. Then, we apply the Newton-Kantorovich theorem, which not only gives sufficient conditions for the existence of a solution, but more importantly gives us bounds on the error.
The discrete QR technique relies upon the Gram-Schmidt process so it is generally applicable in infinite dimensional Hilbert spaces. This means that there exists a time dependent unitary change of variables to an upper triangular infinite-matrix representation with respect to a fixed orthonormal basis of the separable Hilbert space. A word of caution has to be mentioned when dealing with infinite matrices representing linear operators on infinite dimensional spaces. These matrix representations do not, in general, behave as in the finite dimensional case regarding algebraic operations. For instance, the product of infinite dimensional matrices may not be associative in general, see for example [33] . If we assume that the operators are bounded, then their matrix representations will behave as expected. Dealing with infinite matrices is inevitable for our approach, as we plan on deriving error bounds in terms of the local errors in the entries of these matrices.
Since Lyapunov introduced characteristic exponents to study the stability of dynamical systems more than a century ago, several numerical methods have been introduced to approximate Lyapunov exponents, see the survey [24] . One of the methods that have been studied extensively is the QR-factorization method. This method was originaly developed to numerically compute the Lyapunov exponents of a finite dimensional dynamical system and has been the subject of much recent study, see e.g. [15] , [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [20] . Many of these ideas have been recently extended to differential-algebraic equations by Linh and Mehrmann [29] . In this paper, we generalize and extend results obtained in [40] in the finite dimensional case, to the case of bounded linear operators acting on a (possibly infinite dimensional) Hilbert Space. The main focus will be on the perturbation theory and error analysis using the QR method. The theory of Lyapunov exponents for infinite dimensional dynamical systems is an active area of research. The reader is referred to [39] , [7] , or [35] for results regarding existence, and behavior of the Lyapunov spectrum in this case. In 1978, Sacker & Sell [36] introduced the so-called Sacker-Sell spectrum to study linear or linearized dynamical systems and was subsequently extended to the infinite dimensional setting in [37, 34] . It is based on the concept of exponential dichotomy which plays a fundamental role in many studies of dynamical systems.
This paper is organized as follows. In the second section we present background and preliminary results that will be used in the sequel. Most, if not all, of these results will be given without proof as they can be found in several standard texts. The most important result in this section is the Newton-Kantorovich theorem. The version we use here is the one that can be found in [27] . The third section is dedicated to giving a brief survey of the theory of Lyapunov exponents and Sacker-Sell spectrum of an infinite dimensional dynamical system. In the fourth section, we give some standard results about the stability of Lyapunov exponents, and in section five we formulate the problem that we will investigate. In section six we define the "integral separation" and discuss the integral separation structure when there are stable but non-distinct Lyapunov exponents. The main results of this paper are in section seven. A weighted operator norm will be introduced and we employ the Newton-Kantorovich theorem to obtain error bounds, and in section eight we use the bounds obtained in section seven to give bounds on the Lyapunov exponents and Sacker-Sell spectrum. In section nine we apply our results to a linear parabolic PDE.
Preliminaries
In the sequel, H will denote a separable Hilbert space with inner product , , and . will denote the corresponding norm; unless otherwise stated. Many of the results in this section are well known facts in functional analysis, and the theory of operators on Hilbert spaces. Their proofs can be found in many standard references such as [28] , [12] and [41] . Proposition 2.1. Let H be a separable Hilbert space. Then H has a complete, countable, orthonormal basis {e i : i = 1, 2, ...} such that for any f ∈ H, there exists f i ∈ R, i = 1, 2, ... with f = i f i e i . Moreover, similar to the finite dimensional case, we have that f i = f, e i , and
As a direct consequence of this proposition, by fixing an orthonormal basis, one can think of representing a linear operator acting on H via an infinite matrix. This is made more precise in the following corollary.
Corollary 2.2. Let H be as above, fix an orthonormal basis {e i : i = 1, 2, ...} of H. Let A be a linear
a ij e i , where a ij = Ae j , e i .
If we restrict our attention to the matrices that correspond to bounded linear operators, as in Corollary 2.2, then this correspondence is one-to-one, and preserves all the algebraic operations on both operators and matrices. E.g. the composition of operators A, B corresponds to the product of matrices (a ij ) i,j≥1 (b ij ) i,j≥1 , where the a ij 's and b ij 's are the matrix entries as in Corollary 2.2, and as a consequence the products of these matrices is associative. A sufficient condition to guarantee that a given infinite matrix represents a bounded linear operator, with respect to a given (fixed) orthonormal basis of H, is to require that the entries of the matrix is square summable, i.e.
|a ij | 2 < ∞. A Cauchy-Schwartz inequality argument easily proves the sufficiency of the condition. The above condition is not a necessary condition as it does not hold for the identity matrix, but matrices that satisfy such condition correspond to an important class of compact operators known as the Hilbert-Schmidt operators. We restrict our attention to bounded linear operators and their matrix representations with respect to some fixed orthonormal basis. For a given fixed orthonormal basis, we will not distinguish between a bounded linear operator and its representation as an infinite matrix.
Proposition 2.3. Let H be as above, and let D be a bounded linear operator on H. Let E = {e i : i = 1, 2, ...}, andẼ = {ẽ j : j = 1, 2, ...} be two orthonormal bases of H. If A,Ã are the matrix representations of D with respect to E andẼ; respectively, then there exists a unitary matrix P such thatÃ = P * AP .
Proof. The proof can be found in [33] , c.f. Theorem 3.5 on page 93. Proof. The proof is similar to the finite dimensional case, using a Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization process to find the matrices Q and R. This is a standard result and the proof could be found in standard textbooks on the subject.
Remark: Notice that it is not hard to show that we can choose the orthonormal basis in Proposition 2.4 so that the diagonal entries of the matrix R are non-negative.
The Lyapunov and Sacker-Sell spectra for infinite dimensional dynamical systems
In many situations when studying certain partial differential equations or delay differential equations, it is natural to formulate the problem as a dynamical system over an infinite dimensional Hilbert space. Consider the following example.
Example: Consider the partial differential equation
are known functions. Another way of writing the above equation is to choose X = L 2 [0, 1] as the state space and the trajectory segment u(., t) = {u(x, t) : 0 ≤ x ≤ 1} as the state. Then the above PDE can be put on the forṁ u(t) = L(t)u(t), t ≥ 0, with the linear operator L defined as follows on X
Notice that under either one of the above boundary conditions, the operator L is self adjoint. Now, if we can define and possibly develop methods to approximate Lyapunov exponents for such systems such as the one above, then we can have a good tool in studying the stability of solutions of such systems.
Sacker-Sell spectrum
The concept of exponential dichotomy of linear differential equations was introduced by Perron, which is concerned with the problem of conditional stability of a systemẋ = A(t)x and its connection with the existence of bounded solutions of the equationẋ = A(t)x + f (x; t), where the state space is a Banach space X and t → A(t) : R −→ L(X) is bounded, continuous in the strong operator topology. For more background on this and related topics we refer the reader to [38] . Many problems can be treated in the unified setting of a linear skew product semiflow.
Definition 3.1. Linear skew product semiflow: We begin with the notion of skew-product semiflow on the trivial Banach bundle E = X × Θ, where X is a fixed Banach space (the state space) and Θ is a compact Hausdorff space. Suppose that σ(θ, t) = θ · t is a flow on Θ , i.e., the mapping (θ, t) → θ · t is continuous, θ · 0 = θ and θ · (s + t) = (θ · s) · t , for all s, t ∈ R. A linear skew-product semiflow π = (Φ, σ) on E = X × Θ is a mapping π(x, θ, t) = (Φ(θ, t)x, θ · t) for t ≥ 0, with the following properties 1. Φ(θ, 0) = I , the identity operator on X, for all θ ∈ Θ. 2. lim t→0+ Φ(θ, t)x = x , uniformly in θ . This means that for every x ∈ X and every > 0 there is a δ = δ(x, ) > 0 such that Φ(θ, t)x − x ≤ , for all θ ∈ Θ and 0 ≤ t ≤ δ. 3. Φ(θ, t) is a bounded linear operator from X into X that satisfies the cocycle identity
4. For all t ≥ 0 the mapping from E into X given by (x, θ) → Φ(θ, t)x is continuous. Definition 3.2. Projectors: A mapping P : E → E is said to be a projector if P is continuous and has the form P (x, θ) = (P (θ)x, θ), where P (θ) is a bounded linear projection on the fiber E(θ). A projector P on E is said to be invariant if it satisfies the following property
Definition 3.3. Exponential Dichotomy: We shall say that a linear skew-product semiflow π = (Φ, σ) on E has an exponential dichotomy over an invariant set Ψ ⊂ Θ , if there exists an invariant projector P on E and there are constants k ≥ 1, β > 0 such that the following inequalities hold
Definition 3.4. The dynamical spectrum: Let Ψ be an invariant subset of Θ under the flow σ. Then the resolvent ρ(Ψ) of Ψ under π is defined as follows ρ(Ψ) := {λ ∈ R : π λ admits an exponential dichotomy over Ψ} The (Sacker-Sell) spectrum Σ(Ψ) of Ψ under π is then defined as follows
Lyapunov Exponents
Lyapunov exponents (see [38] ) measure the asymptotic growth rate of the norm of the solutions X(m, t)v in the linear skew product semiflow generated of the linearized equation. The following definition is from [38] . The Lyapunov exponent is then defined by
where m is a point in a compact invariant set K. We let µ denote any ergodic measure on K We assume now that the operator X(m, t) is compact for all t > t 0 , where t 0 ≥ 0. In a Hilbert space, the Multiplicative Ergodic Theorem states that there exists an invariant measurable set M ⊂ K, with µ(M ) = 1, such that the following hold
1. There is a sequence of exponents ∞ > λ 1 > λ 2 > λ 3 > ... and integers n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , ..., such that
is the fractional power space of the operator A, a positive sectorial operators on a Banach space with an associated analytic semigroup e −At , which always exists for all β ∈ R under mild conditions on A; 3. For almost all m ∈ M , the subspace
For integers k ≥ 1, define
The E k s are a good measure of the asymptotic growth rate of the infinitesimal N k -dimensional volume elements in the nonlinear semiflow on K.
Continuity of Lyapunov Spectra
Here we will summarize relevant results from [1] on continuity of Lyapunov exponents with respect to perturbations and its connection to integral separation for finite dimensional, non-autonomous linear differential equationsẋ = A(t)x. Definition 4.1. The characteristic exponents λ 1 ≥ · · · ≥ λ n of system (3) are said to be stable if for any > 0 there exists δ > 0 such that sup t∈I R + ||E(t)|| < δ implies
where theλ i 's are the (ordered) Lyapunov exponents of the perturbed systemẋ = [A(t) + E(t)]x. [5] . Write a fundamental matrix solution columnwise X(t) = [X 1 (t), . . . , X n (t)]. Then, X is integrally separated if for i = 1, . . . , n − 1, there exist a > 0 and d > 0 such that
for all t, s : t ≥ s. 
where A : IR + → IR n×n is continuous and bounded, uniformly in t, and the corresponding inhomogeneous equationẋ
Theorem 4.4. [1, Theorem 5.4.7], [6] . If the system (3) has distinct characteristic exponents λ 1 > · · · > λ n , then they are stable if and only if there exists a Lyapunov transformation
where the diagonal elements, the p i , are integrally separated functions. For the case of non-distinct Lyapunov exponents we need some definitions before stating the theorem due to Bylov and Izobov [6] and Millionshchikov [30] on stability of Lyapunov exponents.
Definition 4.6. [1] . Bounded, measurable functions, l(t) and u(t), defined on IR + , are said to be lower and upper functions for (3) if for any solution x of (3) and any > 0 there exist positive constants d l, and D u, such that
for t ≥ s ≥ 0 and the quantities d l, , D u, are independent of t and s.
Finally, for (3), we define the following two quantities
where the infimum is taken over all upper functions, called upper central exponent in [1] , and
where the supremum is taken over all lower functions. We are ready to state the stability theorem for Lyapunov exponents in the case of non-distinct Lyapunov exponents. 
where each P k (t) is upper triangular of dimension n k . Moreover, for the block systemsż k = P k (t)z k , we have (i) all solutions of the block have the same Lyapunov exponents,
(ii) for any p i an arbitrary diagonal element of P k and p j an arbitrary diagonal element of P k+1 , p i and p j are integrally separated.
Setup
Consider the linear, discrete time varying problem
where x n ∈ H, a separable Hilbert space, for all n, and A n is an bounded linear operator on H for all n.
We would like to determine a unitary change of variables that brings (10) into an upper triangular (or even diagonal) system. More precisely, givenQ 0 , a unitary bounded matrix, determine a sequence of unitary bounded matrices {Q k } ∞ k=1 and a sequence of upper triangular bounded matrices with positive diagonal elements
Thus
In addition, consider the perturbed problem
with A n + F n bounded for all n. Similar to what we have pointed above, via repeated application of Proposition 2.4, this system maybe transformed into
where Q n are all unitary bounded matrices, and R n upper triangular with positive diagonal elements such that
IfQ 0 = Q 0 , then a simple induction argument using (12), (15) yields
where 
Moreover, we have:
Integral separation
Integral separation is an important property to our problem for the following reason. In the finite dimensional case, if the Lyapunov exponents for a triangular system are distinct, then the Lyapunov exponents are stable with respect to small perturbations in the coefficient matrix if and only if the system is integrally separated. In the following section, we will use the integral separation condition to obtain reasonably tight bounds on the the constants η, δ, and K in Theorem 5.1. Before we proceed further, we have the following definition.
Definition 6.1. Given a sequence of upper-triangular operators {R n } acting on a Banach space X, we will say that they are integrally separated if for all i > j there exists 0 < Ω ij ≤ 1 and α ij > 1 such that for
A more general case arises when the Lyapunov exponents are stable but not all distinct. As a result, the triangular system y n+1 = R n y n will have the elements on the diagonal of R n are not all integrally separated. In this case the triangular system is equivalent, via a Lyapunov transformation (c.f. [1] ), to a system on the form z n+1 = diag[B 11 B 22 . . . B kk ] n z n , where B ii is an n i × n i matrix where its diagonal elements are not integrally separated, while any two diagonal elements belonging to two distinct blocks are integrally separated as in Theorem 4.7. In such cases, the Lyapunov exponents of the system y n+1 = R n y n , are stable, see Theorem 5.4.9 in [1] . By "non-integrally" separated we mean the following Definition 6.2. For a sequence of upper-triangular operators {R n } acting on a Banach space X, we will say that the diagonal elements are non-integrally separated if they are not integrally separated, and that for any α ≥ 1 and all i > j, there exists
So drawing motivation from the finite dimensional case, we will assume that the upper triangular operators R n satisfy the following property. For every i, there can be at most a finite number, m i , that does not depend on n, of diagonal elements of R n that are not integrally separated with (R n ) ii . This means we either have:
1. Any two diagonal elements of R n are integrally separated. We'll refer to this situation as the integrally separated case. Or, 2. There exists a unitary change of basis such that the matrix representation of R n has the property that
, where D n is the diagonal operator consisting of the diagonal elements of R n , and each D ni is a diagonal m i × m i matrix with the elements of the diagonal not integrally separated, while any two diagonal entries of D n belonging to different blocks are integrally separated. In this case, we'll say that the operators {R n } have an integral separation structure.
As a direct consequence of this assumption, if the operators R n have an integral separation structure, then there exists an indexing set IS(R n ) := {(i, j) : i > j, (R n ) ii , and(R n ) jj are integrally separated}. We will make use of IS ≡ IS(R n ) as an indexing set, dropping the reference to R n when there is no confusion.
We also get that for (i, j) ∈ IS(R n ):
This will be useful in deriving bounds in the integrally separated case.
Main results
We first define a weighted norm which allows us to obtain sharper componentwise bounds.
Definition 7.1. Let X be the space of all the sequences of bounded operators {Z k } ∞ k=0 acting on a Hilbert space H which satisfy the following condition: There exists a constant c such that for all k ≥ 0; Z k ≤ c, where . is the standard operator norm, i.e. {Z k } ∞ k=0 is a uniformly bounded sequence of operators with respect to the standard operator norm. with the obvious linear space operations.
We will define a norm on the space X as follows:
:= sup n sup i,j |ω n ij (Z n ) ij |; where (Z n ) ij = Z n e j , e i , and ω n ij are bounded positive weights to be evaluated later to satisfy a desirable condition. The above can be easily shown to be a well-defined norm. The fact that Z n is a bounded linear operator for all n implies that the entries (Z n ) ij will be bounded by Z n , which is uniformly bounded. Note that if Z ≤ r 0 , then (Z n ) ij ≤ ω n ij −1 r 0 =: ρ ij for all i, j.
Since this defines a weighted
∞ space we have the following.
Proposition 7.3. The space X along with the weighted norm defined above is a Banach space.
Before we proceed, we need to show that the existence of the sequence of (unitary) operators {Q n } ∞ n=0 can be formulated as a zero finding problem. In deriving the required bounds, the integral separation structure of the operators R n is important. The plan is to require that the matrix representation of the operators R n will be such that we have a zero entry in the (i, j) th position if and only if: (i) i > j, and (ii) The diagonal elements (R n ) ii and (R n ) jj are integrally separated. With this requirement, the matrix representation of the operators R n will be upper, block-diagonal. Let the set IS(R n ) be an indexing set for the zeros below the diagonal of R n following the conditions (i) and (ii) above. Then we may now formulate the existence of Q n 's and R n 's as follows: Define the operators G 1 , G 2 and G 3 acting on the space X as follows:
where Q * n+1 denotes the adjoint, (low IS (A)) ij := A ij for (i, j) ∈ IS), and (low IS (A)) ij := 0 for (i, j) / ∈ IS. Similarly, (upp(A)) ij := A ij for i < j, and (upp(A)) ij := 0 for i ≥ j. Lastly, (rdiag(A)) ij := Re(A ii )δ ij , where δ ij is Kronecker's delta.
To apply the Newton-Kantorovich's theorem, Theorem 5.1, we will need to evaluate the Jacobian of G = (G 1 , G 2 , G 3 ) so that we can find a suitable approximate Jacobian, Γ, to be used in our application of Theorem 5.1. The evaluation of the Jacobian operator, DG = (DG 1 , DG 2 , DG 3 ), of G is straightforward and it is as follows:
where V is an arbitrary element of the space X. Now, for the purposes of applying the Newton-Kantorovich theorem, we will use the following approximate Jacobian. The approximate Jacobian is a more simplified operator that will enable us to derive the required bounds. Basically, when compared to the exact Jacobian, it neglects the error terms, E K , along with the non-diagonal elements of the operators R k . This way, we may think of the exact Jacobian as a perturbation of the approximate Jacobian, which is given by the following:
where D n = diag(R n ) for all n. Notice that Γ 2 = DG 2 , and Γ 3 = DG 3 .
The existence of the Q n 's may now be simply stated as the existence of the zero to the system of equations (16); G 1 = 0, G 2 = 0. The first equation will yield the desired property of the Q n 's, and the second is a necessary condition for the Q n 's being unitary. For an operator acting on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space, this is not sufficient (c.f. the finite dimensional case). Using the Newton-Kantorovich theorem, Theorem 5.1, we will be able to prove the existence of the zeros to the above system of equations; moreover, if we impose the condition that r 0 < 1, then this will imply that the operators Q n 's have bounded inverses, and hence unitary for all sufficiently large n. Also, notice that in (16) we do not require that the diagonal elements of R n are real valued. Unfortunately, imposing such condition through (16) , in the case of a complex Hilbert base space, results in an undesirable growth and preclude any chance in obtaining bounds for η and δ in the Newton-Kantorovich theorem.
More precisely, suppose that we append the following operator to the system (16)
Now, in deriving the η bound below, we assume that ΓV = G(x 0 ), where Γ is an approximate Jacobian operator. Since the (exact) Jacobian of G 4 is given by
A good choice for an approximate Jacobian would then be
where D n = diag(R n ). To proceed with the η bound, we start with the equation
Which implies that
So, if Im(E n ) jj = 0, then (V n+1 ) jj will be unbounded. This problem does not occur if our space is real valued, in such case Im(E n ) jj = 0 for all j, n. This problem does not seem to be dependent on the choice of Γ, as it does persist for the exact Jacobian.
We are now ready to derive our first bound. Proof. Consider the linear system Γ 1 V = G 1 (x 0 ). Since the approximate Jacobian is given by (
, and a simple induction argument, using V 0 = 0, gives us that:
This implies that for (i, j) ∈ IS:
Since the only other restriction on the V n 's comes from G 1 = 0, then we may choose the unrestricted elements of V n to be zero thus to minimize V n . Hence V n = sup i,j (V n ) ij = sup (i,j)∈IS (V n ) ij and this proves (ii). Now, to prove (i) notice that in this case IS = {(i, j) : i > j}, and the result follows immediately from (ii). 
where |Wij | Rjj := sup n (Wn)ij (Rn)jj , and (W n ) ij := (((G 1 (x 0 ) − Γ 1 )X) n ) ij , with X satisfying X = 1.
(ii) In general, if the operators R k have an integral separation structure, then
Proof. For this, we write Γ
Then to bound the norm of the operator Γ −1
, we will bound the supremum of the norm of all the vectors Γ −1
Since, we have
Hence, via an induction-type argument, we get that
Which by using the integral separation assumption implies that
By applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, with X = 1 we get
Using a similar argument to the one used in the proof of Lemma 7.4, we choose (V n ) ij = 0 for all (i, j) / ∈ IS. Thus, the above inequality implies that δ ≤ sup (i,j)∈IS Λ ij ω ij
|Wij | Rjj
, which proves (ii).
To prove (i), notice that it is a special case of (ii) as IS = {(i, j) : i > j}. 
, and
(ii) More generally, if the operators R k have an integral separation structure, then
and
Proof. First of all, notice that G (x) is a constant operator, i.e. it does not depend on x. This is expected since G is a quadratic operator in x. So, any upper bound for Γ −1 G (x 0 ) will work for Γ −1 G (x) for all x as well. Let V = Γ −1 G (x 0 ), then ΓV = G (x 0 ), and similar to the previous two lemmas, we'll end up with an equation on the form low IS 
∈ IS, and the objective is to find an upper bound to |(V n ) ij | for all i, j over all choices of X = 1 = Y . This implies that for (i, j) ∈ IS we have
where
The last two equations yield the following for (i, j) ∈ IS:
Therefore, we have that for (i, j) ∈ IS:
From equation (20) we see that for i = j, we have that 2Re
So, for |ω n ij (X n+1 ) ij | = 1 and |ω n ij (Y n+1 ) ij | = 1 for all i, j we have
Now, the system of equations (16) does not imply any restrictions on Im(V n ) ii , or on (V n ) ij for (i, j) / ∈ IS and i = j. Since we are interested in finding a solution with smallest possible norm so as to yield the tightest possible bound, then we may take Im(V n ) ii = 0, and (V n ) ij = 0 for (i, j) / ∈ IS and i = j for all n. To obtain bounds on K, we have that for (i, j) ∈ IS:
We also have
This proves (ii), and to prove (i), notice that it is a special case of (ii) when (i, j) ∈ IS is equivalent to i > j.
Before we state your main result we discuss the assumptions needed in order to apply the theorem. In particular, we assume that the sequence of operators {A n } ∞ n=0 and the initial unitary operator are such that the discrete QR process:Q n+1Rn = A nQn , n = 0, 1, .... is well defined. Our result is applicable to certain finite dimensional approximations of infinite dimensional operators. In addition, we assume that the blocking defined by the integral separation in the problem is such that all such blocks are finite dimensional, except possibly for an infinite dimensional block corresponding to Lyapunov exponents of −∞. An application where these assumptions are important is in [4] where the A n and Q 0 have the block form
with A f n a finite dimensional invertible matrix andQ f 0 a finite dimensional unitary matrix. This corresponds to the case of a finite number of finite Lyapunov exponents together with an infinite number of Lyapunov exponents of −∞. We also note that this applies to infinite dimensional operators that do not have bounded inverses such as that considered in section 9 in which the A n s correspond to transition fundamental operator solutions of a diffusion equation. We obtain componentwise bounds in the next theorem when the error as characterized by the E n s is small as compared to the strength of the integral separation and the size of the off diagonal elements of the R n s.
Theorem 7.7. Suppose for a sequence of operators {A n } ∞ n=0 acting on a Hilbert space, the discrete QR process is well defined and the integral separation structure results in finite dimensional blocks except possibly for an infinite dimensional block corresponding to Lyapunov exponents of −∞. If the corresponding bounds on η, δ, and K as in Lemmas 7.4, 7.5, and 7.6 hold respectively in each case, then we obtain the following: If δ < 1 and h :=
, then the conclusion of the Newton-Kantorovich theorem, Theorem 5.1 holds. In particular, there exists a sequence of operators {Q n } ∞ n=0 , with Q 0 = I such that
. Furthermore, if r 0 < 1, then the operators Q n will be invertible, and hence unitary for all n.
Proof. The proof for the bounds have been given in the previous Lemmas 7.4, 7.5, 7.6. The existence of the sequence {Q n } n as the zero of our operator G is a direct application of the Newton-Kantorovich theorem, see Theorem 5.1. The unitary property of the Q n 's on the other hand is not obvious from (16) since on an infinitely dimensional Hilbert space, QQ * = I is not enough for the orthogonality of the operator Q as opposed to the case of a finite dimensional space. Now, the application of the Newton-Kantorovich theorem to our problem yields that Q n − I ≤ r 0 for all sufficiently large n, so if r 0 < 1, then Q n = I − (I − Q n ) is invertible, and hence unitary for all n.
The error in the exponents
With the standing assumption on the family of operators {R n } having an integral separation structure, we recognize two cases. The first, is the case of the upper triangular operators R n being integrally separated, and by that we mean that their diagonal elements are integrally separated. Then there is the more general case where the operators R n 's have an integral separation structure. In this case, the operators R n have an upper block-diagonal structure where the diagonal elements of each block are non-integrally separated.
These cases are motivated by the stability results in the finite dimensional case as can be found in [1] , [21] . In the finite dimensional case, if the upper-triangular system y n+1 = R n y n has distinct Lyapunov exponents, then then the stability of these exponents is equivalent to the R n 's being integrally separated. On the other hand, if some exponents are repeated, then there exists a Lyapunov transformation of the system (i.e. a change of variables that yields a different system z n+1 =R n z n with the same Lyapunov exponents) such that the newer system has a coefficient matrix that is upper block-diagonal. In this case, the stability of the exponents is equivalent to the diagonal elements being integrally separated if they belong to distinct blocks, and non-integrally separated if they belong to the same block.
The integrally separated case
In this case we assume that the operators R n , R n have an upper triangular representation for all n, and the diagonal elements are integrally separated. Now the exact and approximate Lyapunov exponents are computed in terms of the diagonal elements of R n , R n respectively.
Our objective is to find bounds on the error when approximating these exponents. To proceed and make things more precise, let λ i and µ i be the i th exact and approximate Lyapunov exponents, respectively. Then we have
Hence, the error
This implies that
Which in turn yields
where the ρ ij 's are the bounds we get from the Newton-Kantorovich theorem such that
Write log 
Hence, the error in approximating the Lyapunov exponents is bounded as follows
The following corollary provides sufficient conditions for the convergence of the approximate exponents to the exact ones.
Corollary 8.2. Assuming that the previous proposition holds, and if
ii is bounded, and
(ii) (Rn)rs (Rn)ii is uniformly bounded for all r, s, e.g. if the operators R n have diagonal representation. Then the approximated Lyapunov exponents will converge to the exact ones as N → ∞.
The general case of operators with an integral separation structure
In this case we assume that the operators R n are not necessarily upper triangular but have an upper, block-diagonal structure such that (i) The blocks along the diagonal are finite dimensional and the Lyapunov exponents of each block of the system z n+1 = R n z n are identical, but stable, and
(ii) The diagonal entries of any two distinct blocks are integrally separated. For each one of the above mentioned blocks, the following iterations still hold, per block, for the corresponding systems y n+1 = R n y n , and
Our objective is to bound the error in approximating the Lyapunov exponents of the first system by those of the second (perturbed) system. we will also require one additional assumption on the (block) operators R n .
Following [1] , we'll assume that the unperturbed system has both upper and lower functions, that is, we will assume the following There exists functions U n,i , u n,i such that ∀α ≥ 1, there exists positive constants
Applying the variations of parameters formula to the perturbed system, we get
For the product in the previous line, we'll assume that the product over an empty indexing set equals 1.
Um z n . Then X n satisfies the following inequality
But then the discrete Gronwall inequality implies that
Similarly, using the lower sequences {u m }, we get that
Recalling that the upper and lower central exponents for the system y n+1 = R n y n , are defined via
In general, the upper and lower central exponents bound the Lyapunov exponents from above and below, respectively. In the case the system has equal, but stable, Lyapunov exponents λ 1 = · · · = λ n = λ, then by Theorem 5.4.9 of [1] we have that ω = λ = Ω.
The following theorem summarizes the above work.
Theorem 8.3. Given the above assumptions, and if λ i , µ i denote the exact and approximated i th Lyapunov exponents respectively, then
The next theorem gives an explicit bound on the norm of the error operators F n .
Theorem 8.4. Given |(Q n − I) ij | < ρ ij for all n, then we have
where . is the operator supremum norm we defined in (7.2).
Proof. For any n, we have R n = Q * n+1 (R n + E n )Q n = R n + F n . Hence, for any n, i, j
This implies that we have
and we are done by taking the supremum over i, j.
Finally, we conclude this section by giving a sufficient and easier to verify condition to yield the additional boundedness assumption, condition (21), on the operators R n 's in the case where the blocks along the diagonal are of size 2 × 2. This is a nontrivial case and is rather important since it explains why the Hilbert space in our problem was chosen to be over the field of complex numbers. In practice, most boundary value problems are formulated over real Hilbert spaces. But even then, complex eigenvalues of the differential operator may arise in conjugate pairs, and the matrix representation of the matrices R n , with respect to the complete basis of eigenfunctions, would consist of real eigenvalues on the diagonal and 2 by 2 blocks corresponding to the complex ones. See the example in the next section for comparison.
For the next theorem, we will assume that the operators R n are 2 × 2 matrices for all n, such that the diagonal elements are non-integrally separated, i.e., they are not integrally separated, and that for any α > 1, there exists M α > 0 such that for all t ≥ s ≥ 0, and for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2 we have
, and Theorem 8.5. Suppose that the matrices R n satisfy |(Rn)ij | |(Rn)ii| ≤ Ω for all n, for all i < j, for some positive constant Ω. Then, the condition (21) will hold with u(n, i) = (R n+1 ) 22 . . . (R n+i ) 22 , and U (n, i)
Proof. A formal proof would proceed by induction on n, i, alternatively, we will provide a sketch of the proof. It's fairly straightforward to see how induction will work by noticing the following. First, denote P (n, i) := R n+i . . . R n+1 . Notice that U (n, i) = (P (n, i)) 11 , and u(n, i) = (P (n, i)) 22 and we get the following (i)
So, D α has to satisfy D α ≤ ΩMα α−1 . Since we're using the supremum norm, (i) through (iii) imply that the choice D α = max{1, M α , ΩMα α−1 } will suffice for the right hand inequality in (21) . For the left hand inequality, and by using the property that 
Then, similar to the error bounds for the Lyapunov exponents, an error bound for the Sacker-Sell spectrum could be obtained.
Example
Consider the following boundary value problem
where a(t) > 0 for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, with u(0) = 0 = u(1). To guarantee the integral separation of the columns of the operators R k 's, we will assume that For our example, and since the operators R n are all diagonal, this means we may set the error operators to follow suit. So in this case, for i > j, we have (W n ) ij = (Xn+1)ji(En)jj (Rn)jj , and we have
Remark: Notice that if we choose the weights to be time dependent, i.e. dependent on n, such that for any i, j: ω n,ij → 0 as n → ∞. Then this implies that δ = 0 above.
Bounds on
From Lemma 7.6, and since our operators R n are diagonal and integrally separated, we get that K ≤ max{K 1 , K 2 , K 3 }, where
−2 , for i > j:
, and For our example, the condition h < 1/2 translates into a condition on |(En)ij | (Rn)jj as follows Suppose that we have that
This implies the following condition on |(En)ij | (Rn)jj :
2K
Remark: In the case of time dependent weights, we have δ = 0, and we get the following simplified bound
Finally, the error bounds of the Lyapunov exponents given by Proposition 8.1 are given by 
Conclusion
We developed a quantitative perturbation theory for the approximation of stability spectra of sequences of infinite dimensional operators based on an infinite dimensional discrete QR technique for determining Lyapunov exponents and Sacker-Sell spectrum. The results obtained are quite general, they apply in the case of operators on a real or a complex Hilbert space and they apply in the case of stable but not necessarily distinct Lyapunov exponents. Perturbation bounds are obtained by posing an appropriate zero finding problem and applying the Newton-Kantorovich theorem to establish concrete, component-wise bounds through the use of a weighted norm. We applied the results to a linear parabolic partial differential initial value problem to illustrate the impact of the results developed here. Of future interest is extending the results in [13, 14] on determining the stable and unstable subspaces to operators on a Hilbert space which has application to some PDE eigenvalue problems [2] , perturbation theory for Lyapunov exponents for finite dimensional approximations of linear, time-varying, retarded delay equations, and the possible extension of these ideas to products of operators on Banach spaces (see, e.g., [22, 23] ) in which the QR process is replaced by appropriate projections.
